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Eight Women Charged With Prostitution After “Rescue Operation”
Only one woman arrested during the much acclaimed “rescue operation” in South Florida last
week is willing to cooperate with police. So instead of being rescued, eight women are now
being charged with prostitution and related crimes.
The police have spent the last week bragging about their role in breaking up a “multi billion
dollar international sex trafficking ring.” They had a splashy press conference and they named
and shamed a lot of men who paid for hand jobs over the course of their investigation.
After months of surveillance, there is no evidence of trafficking and no one is being charged with
those crimes. Instead, eight women were handcuffed and humiliated; their assets have been
seized; and they have all been charged with prostitution. Decriminalize Sex Work Director of
Communications Kaytlin Bailey says, “The police have the audacity to call these bullying tactics
a rescue operation.”
Multiple agencies in South Florida have spent the better part of a year investigating three
massage parlors and determined that on average, once every three days a licensed, legally
working masseur helps her client achieve ejaculation. Tens of thousands of taxpayer dollars went
toward this discovery.
There were no complaints from the spa’s neighbors or passersby. The only complaint seemed to
be that there weren’t enough hand jobs happening on the premises. More than half of the Yelp
reviews expressed disappointment that they had wanted sexual contact but did not receive it.
Some clients did receive sexual contact. And some of that contact was with undercover police
officers who felt it necessary to have their balls touched before arresting these “sex slaves.”
On November 26, 2017, the NYPD tried to “rescue” Yang Song in Flushing, Queens. She threw
herself out of a third story window and fell to her death. She landed at the foot of the undercover
police officer who moments before was trying to entrap her. Bailey continues, “These officers
are not heroes, they’re bullies. They literally kill the women they claim to be rescuing.”
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